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Homebound is an intimate portrayal of a migrant worker’s experience abroad and is an urgent wake up 
call for those who have contributed to a system that takes advantage of 1000s of women each year.

Title Homebound
Format 4K (24fps)
Sound Format Stereo
Production Co. Two Islands Digital
Year of Production 2022

Logline

Film Details

Genre Animated Documentary
Duration 17min
Language Indonesian, Mandarin
Subtitles English, Indonesian
Copyright ©2022 PT Dua Pulau Digital
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Tari longs to return home to Indonesia after more than 10 years working abroad in Taiwan. When the 
Covid-19 pandemic struck her plans unraveled, revealing a lack of rights for vulnerable migrant workers 
and systemic misinformation.

Tari narrates her own journey and reveals personal stories related to her decision to work in Taiwan, her 
strained family relationships, the risks involved in working abroad and the traps she has fallen into. Tari 
shares intimate details of how her relationship with her son has suffered, revealing the guilt she has felt 
for leaving him behind.

Homebound is an intimate animated documentary portrayal of a migrant worker’s experience abroad 
and is an urgent wake up call for those who have contributed to a system that takes advantage of 1000s 
of women each year.

Synopsis
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Despite the risks and vulnerabilities, Indonesia sees approximately one million individuals migrating 
abroad each year. The lure is attractive, with Indonesian migrant workers (PMIs) able to earn up to six 
times what they can at home. PMIs are considered integral to Indonesia’s domestic economy and long-
term poverty reduction plans. Yet at the same time they carry great risk and bear all pre-departure costs. 
Article 30 (1) of Law No. 18/2017 on the protection of Indonesian foreign workers has been devised to 
annul this, in an attempt to change the whole chain of the employment process. However, the law has 
yet to be implemented and there is significant pushback from each link who stand to lose the most.

Agencies in destination countries argue that the new policy will make PMIs too expensive with many 
threatening to turn to other labour sources. At home, many provincial governments aren’t prepared to 
cover the workers’ training costs, which form part of their placement fees. Analysts argue the existing 
system should change gradually and a clear-cut cost structure is needed, which is then communicated 
efficiently and clearly stated in contracts.

Background
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Ismail Fahmi Lubis - Director
Ismail is considered one of Indonesia’s foremost documentary film directors. He enrolled in the Institut 
Kesenian Jakarta (IKJ) in 1993, majoring in Film and Directing. Upon his graduation, he directed 
several Indonesian television drama series before switching his focus to documentary in 1998. As a 
cinematographer, Ismail has worked with notable filmmakers including Dutch filmmaker Leonard Retel 
Helmrich (Shape of the Moon, 2004) and Australia’s Cathy Henkel (The Burning Season, 2008). He has 
directed three feature documentaries including “Masked Monkey”, “Tarling Is Darling” and “Help Is On The 
Way”. His films have screened at Rotterdam IFF, Busan IFF, Jean Rouch IFF, Doc Point Documentary Film 
Festival and Taiwan IFF amongst others. His films have been broadcast on PTS Taiwan, EBS South Korea, Al 
Jazeera and GoPlay Indonesia. With Ismail’s first two documentaries nominated for Indonesia’s Best Feature 
Documentary Award at Festival Film Indonesia, his film Help Is On The Way won the award in 2019.
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• Homebound was presented as part of IF/Then SouthEast Asia and InDocs YMFFI in 2019.

Festival updates coming soon

Festivals and Screenings

TeaserPhotos Poster

Click the links below to access the promotional material

Screener
(2idFilm2022)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCHv6WlfqZk
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WZt1ezA94qris-IPc0NRiRaeBmt2aKj8
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EDRikcpZeTDCTeP45iCdpoYMQxDw0ByG
https://f.io/NXbWLgsD
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Contact

Producer Nick Calpakdjian 
Phone +62 858 8863 5813 
Email nick@2id.asia
Website www.thehomeboundfilm.com
 www.2id.asia

http://www.thehomeboundfilm.com
http://www.2id.asia

